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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the question of how closely bits

of vocabulary from one language match bits of vocabulary from

another language. One aspect of this problem is the familiar

phenomenon ofFALSR FRIENDS or problem pairs in translation and

foreign language teaching; for instance, are English cook and

German kochen, which are etymological doublets, also functionally

equivalent?

Contrastive lexical analysis may be considered one of the

topics par excellence of applied linguistics, yet it has so far

not received the attention itdeeeries. CONTAkailit LRYTC4LOGY is

what I call it; other labels that have been used in the literature

are 'comparative semantics' (Hatzfeld 1923/1928, Reifler 1954) ,

'comparative synonymies' (Collinson 1939), 'lexical/semantic

comparison' (Fried 1967), 'differential lexicology' (Mackey 1965),

analysis' (Hadlich 1965, Berndt 1969), 'seman-

tic/lexical interference' (Bemser-Vincenz 1972).. The vantage -point

varies, depending on whether the aim is to enlighten semantics,

translation, lexicography, bilingualism, or foreign language teach-

ins. 'hut ithaerent in all these approaches is the belief that lexical

patterns can be studied synchronically and descriptively by assessing

the similarities and differences in the structure of the vocabulary

of two or more languages.

3
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2 all;saLliamlatlaaam semantics

First I shall attempt a brief survey of the various groups

of studies twat 'bays died 'same Yiht on our epic. This is
largely an account of how the analysis of 'words' and their

'meanings' (in isolation and in context) has 461incUitt6d
. .

from non-linguistic and extra-linguistic fields and gradually

come to be integrated into the discipline of linguistics. We

can distinguish 6 or 7 phases, stages or branches in this de-

velopment: pre-linguistic word studies (cf. Section 2.1 below),

semantics012.2-2.75, lexicography (1 3.17302), translation

(1/3.3), foreign language learning (4,3.4), (,10.5).

and contrastive analysis 4.1-4.4) .

2.1 Pre. linguistic word studies
t

By PRE-LINGUISTIC WORD STUDIES I refer to those views of

laaguaga which contributed to the development of an autonomous

field of linguistics, but often lacked the theoretical and

methodological apparatus to make their observations generalisable,

such as etymology, regional dialectology, the 'WOrter-uadaSactienl

movement, philosophy of language, psychology of language, eth-
.

'I

nology of language. Of these, the most important from our point

of view is anthropology, which has given us the notion of 41in-
,

guistic relativity' in the form of Humboldt's 'inneulaulatome

and the so-ellled 'Sapir.4horf hypothesis' (cf. Carro13's dis-

cussion of these in relation to foreign language teaching, 1963).

But before these notions and their complementary by-products

could become integrated into the mainstream of linguistics,

semantics had to evolve first out of the historical-diachronic

epoch.
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2.2 Comparative semantics

This is the 'vergleichende Bedeutse-

lehres of continental EUropean scholars like Erdmaan,

Hatzfeld, Sperber, Marty and Stern, who traced the semantic

changes of individual words in one or several languages and

tried to find the reasons for these changes. Under the label

of 'onomasiology' the results of such research have been

codified by Kronasser (1952/1968) for German and Koziol (1967)

for English.

k useful comparative lexicon, giving etymologies and.

semantic diver ;ones of the principal Indo-European languages

is Buck (1949) . But for the contraati.ve perspective we' need

not just a lomplete.documentation of how :4:dividua1 words have

come to mean what they do (as Benveniste (1969) has demon-

strated in his 2-volume work an Le vocabulaire des institutions

1422:22.10.42m22), but how they operate within the semantic and

syntactic systems of each language.

20 Lexical field theory

That is of course what 'ztruetmral semantics' is trying

to do. The first important step in this direction was the

theory of the TNYTCAL FIELD which is usually attributed to

Jost Trier and his research into the terms of 'mental skills'

(publishel in 1931) from the beginnings of German literature

to the 13th century. It breaks with the tradition of tracing

single words and instead claims .that the semantic value of a

word (such as w_eise, klu, Epschea) cannot be determined in

isolation, but only from its. relative position vis-A-vis the

other members of a field, like the interlocking particles of

a mosaic. We cannot go into details about Trier's predecessors,

.5
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followers, and critics (cf. the bibliography by. Gipper &

Schwarz 1962 ff.), but we must acknowledge his impact on

linguistic semantics and contrastive lexicology (`U.2.5, 3.3,

4). Another study which was published in the. same year as

Trier's did not get quite as much coverage in the literature:

Collitz's monograph on the 'verbs of motion' in English, grouped

into the three semantic classes of 'emotion', 'propriety' and

'intellectuality'. These earlier studies seemed to make it

possible for the first time to systematically relate the

expression plane of words ('morphological' and 'syntactic fieldd)

to the content plane of ideas (= semantic' and 'conceptual fields').

2.4 Componential analysis

It took some time for the theory. of the lexical field to

mature, in Europe after World War II. Meanwhile in America,

where descriptive linguistics had often been linked with an-

thropological studies, the view had emerged that words referring

to clearly definable DOMAINS of human culture, such as kinship

relationships, could be distinguished from one another by means

of COMPONENTIAL ANALYSIS, A number of such fields or domains

have been investigated, with particular attention to American

Indian languages (cf. the bibliography in the Field Manual edited

by Slobin 1967).

The need for more empirical work is still felt, particularly

since doubts have been expressed about where to draw the line

between 'folk taxonomies'. which are shared by all speakers and

'special terminologies' used. only by.experts.in certain topic-

based disciplines (!p4.3). The methodological apparatus for

delimiting lexical fields has been considerably refined in recent
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years, and the following criteria are generally used:

(1) a field must belong to the same sub-system or variety of

the language, (2) the members of the field must belong to the

same word-class or syntactic context, (3) the words must share

at least one semantic component with one anotier.

2.5 Structural semantics

Noi we have the main ingredients for a STRUCTURAL SEMNTICIS:

the suggestion that meanings of words change according to when

and in what company they are used the elaboration of the idea

of lexical fields, and the technique of analysing the members

of such domains in terms of semantic components or features.

Again I shall have to refrain from going into the background,

types and limitations of this approach (cf. Ullmann 1972), but

just look at one representative example.

Lels1 (p.31) is based on the material and analysis reported

by Adrienne Lehrer (1969, 1970, 1972) who has studied 34 cooking

terms in English. and collected data on some of their equivalents

in German, Polish, Jacaltec, Navaho, Amharic, Mandarin Chinese,

and Japanese. The 14. columns and lines of the table illustrate

one of several types of matrix charts that have been in use in

various strands of strucutral semantics.

The members of the lexical field are .ranged as numbered

KES in Col.') on the left, e.g. boil and its partial synonyms

steam, stew and simmer in lines 2-5. The semantic components

or features or SEMEMES appear in Columns 4-13 across the middle

of the table, indicating e.g. whether 'water' or 'fat' is in-

volved, whether the heat source is an 'open fire' or an 'oven'

etc. The sememes which are common to all lexemes are the basic

7
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conceptual nuclei or NOEMES (Cols. 2 an"t 3). The cover term

or ARCHILEXENE cook shares the basic noemes, but is unmarked for

all other sememes. Col.14 on the right defines the individual

lexemes in terms of the noemes and sememes they contain.

Such charts, and a--r tree diagram based on them, such

as Fig.6 , can be used 4 explain a number of concepts in

traditional and current lexical studies, such as 'polysemy'

or multiple meaning (cook referring to 'boiling', 'grilling',

'baking', 'frying' as well a5 'preparing a meal'), 'synonymy'

or identical meaning, 'antonymy. or opposite meaning, and

1:3autonomy'li.e. the relationship between homonyms in different

va4eties of the language. (poaching as a 'method of boiling

eggs' or of 'stealing someone else's property'). We shall

see later (1/4.4) that the semantic relationships of sub-

ordination and superordination are more revealing in, con-

trastive lexicology than is similarity of meaning.

2.6 Limitations of structural emantics

There are many unsolved problems, and they' have led some

linguists.to doubt whether a structural semantics will ever

be possible (Hall 1972). One major precondition should of

course be that the material one uses for' one's analysis is

complete. In Lehrer's data several items are missing, e.g.

blanch, coddle, casserole. Other terms are difficult to squeeze

into the matrix: braiso should go somewhere between lama and ata,
roast between g12: and bake; brown is at oneextreme_of a cline

the other and of.whiah is: burn. Also'itris by no means settled

where the transitions lie. to other verbal cooking terms. Mar.

ginal lexemes like make, mike and mix are mentioned in the table;

8
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but what about chill, baste, stuff, lard, straia, dress, salt,

,spice, marinate, pickle, stir, RT9te, mince and 2D227 (Some

of these would be exc3uded on the criterion of identical syn-

tactic behaviour.)

Many of the mcre interesting questions cannot be expressed

in terms of simple columns and lines, e.g. the intriguing cross-

relationahips with names of dishes, or with cooking actors,

appliances, and foods. The person responsible for cooking is a

cook, the appliance can be a cooker (but only in British English),

the thing cooked may also be called cooker, but only in limited

e.g. 1.40AA The person responsible for boiling is not

a boil, but perhaps a boiler, which is more often the name of

something to do with boilinis rather than a cooking appliance or

the thing cooked. It works differently again 4n roasting, where

the thing cooked is called roastX(orpossibly roaster), but

there is no name for the person ia.chargec As these are all

activities that can be performed by a cook, no special desig-

nations are required for the individual agents who do the

boiling, frying, grilling, etc.

All this suggests that there must be certain anomalies

in the structure of the vocabulary which disturb the pretty

patterns of structural analysis, Such 'holes' in the vocabulary

have been called LEXICAL GAPS, especially when viewed in the

light of another language's lexis. Since Berlin and Kay's

definitive work on coldor terms (1969) we are not as worried as

we used to be about 'skewed' equivalences between the lexical

patterns of differentaanguages. What seems much more worrying

td me JO that we have not taken into account staff- '.ently the

problem of language variety. Lehrer says in her iiscussion of

cooking terms that things like =VERSES OF DISCOURSE, domaiase
q
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fields and registers provide a useful intermediate

level between the meaning(s) of an item in isolation and its

meaning in a specific utterance in a specific speech situation,!'

(1969, 54) but she fails herself to show where .the boundaries

might lie between the cookinglexemes of the general vocabulary

and the cook's specialised vocabulary.

Thus we seem tq need not only 'inter-lingual'.comparisans

of vocabulary systems, but also INTRA-LINGUAL CONFRONTATIONS

of lexical .e .de it each system (cf. Collins= 1959. Filipec

19680 Seize 1972). Looking at :our set of .cooking terms again,

I wonder how many of the verbs (2wIlk:AK, 11141424.3amslam,

2211:117.zin) can really be considered part of the:so-called

'core' vocabulary :known by moat speakers of the language (1,40,

5)?

2.7. Genera-We semantics

Much of structural semantics up-to the early 1960's, and

almost all field theory and componential .analysis before then,

were concerned with PARADIGMATIC relationships between commutable

single lexemes Transformational-generative grsxmar and its

off - shoot, generative semantics, has reopened the question of

how much SYNTAGMATIC aud distribLtional factors contribute to

the meaning of lexical items in sequenqe.; It is not so much the

reformulation and formalisation of semantic '.market s' or 'fea-

tures' (e.g. in Katz-3'00r 1963), but the complete, integration

of the lexical-semantic and grammatical-syntactic components

which charaoteriseethis approacb.

Linguists have long suspected that syntagmatic aspects of

meaning exist. Porzig, in a classic article (1934), -grouped
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together as Isyntaxic fields' such pairs as Rehm, and Eat,

preifen and Hand, sehen and Algra (and presumably, if he had

been concerned with cooking, kochen and 'Scat or braten and

Pfanne). Firthian linguists in Britain did the same mith

the notion of 'collocation' (cf. several contributions to the

Firth memorial volume edited by Bezel' et al. 1966). And

Leisi (1953/1971) used the idea of clause patterns to charac-

terise objectless sentences with cook and bake (Lehrer 1969

says that object deletion is possible only for these super-

ordinate terms, but not in sentences like She is
at least not in the cooking field). Leisi oalled,these verbs

which also typically undergo object-subject transformations

(Sie kocht die Squivampie S42212021) PROCESS VERBS: they

refer to actions which cause some other action or have a

specific result.

Verbs like cook and boil can be shown to collocate with

certain noun phrases, and these SELECTION' RESTRICTIONS would

be specified in the lexical component by means of syntactic and

semantic features (e6g. 'animate' subject, 'edible' objects,

of., BUndsaurscher 1970).

It is no accident that most current studies in syntax and

semantics concentrate an the verbal core of the sentence. This

is true not only of generative grammar, but of competing

theories such as dependency grammar. Helbig and Schenkel,

for example, have produced a dictionary of German verb valencies

(1969) - which incidentally does not list all cooking terms -

and Engelen (1973) has successfully matched a detailed syntactic

subclassification of verbs with their semantic grouping into

lexical fields. These promising descriptions have, however,

not been applied to thelcontrytive angle yet.
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Much empirical work is still to be done, and the disregard

fox language variety and s.Atuational context which has been

criticised in pregenerative studies equally applies here,

imectaially wgAn observation of actual usage is neglected in

'favour of speculation about language - independent universals.

This is nowhere as obvious as in lexical work, which is often

no more than an elegant restatement of what has been documented

in the genral language dictionaries for decades, such as the

often - quotes' example of Katz's bachelor. This is why we must

now turn to the subject of dictionaries.

3 .stivele....._,..cL.......calsed3...z...jeContistuinistics,

There are several traditions within applied linguistics

which we can utaisq.foxcontrastive lexical analysis, notably

lexicography, translation, foreign language learning, and the

study of bilingualism.

3.1 2einerail.e2jaaald.coa
The practice of dictionary - making for the major European

languages goes back well before. Samuel Johnson's efforts to

record and stabilise English usage. Since the famous conference

on the linguistic aspects of lexicography at Indiana University

(reported in Householder-Saporta 1962) we have seen the pub-

lication of a vowing number of informed introductions and

manuals (cf.surwys.bylkune1972, Quemedal9R). The upsurge of in-

terest in the linguispid aspects of lexicography will undoubtedly

lead to improvements in the quality of our dictionaries.

Let uj look briefly at a dictionary to see how meanings of

certain LEXICAL ITEMS are discriminated and related to other

lexical items. The Penguin English Dictionary (Garmonsway 1965),

12
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now eight years old, in fact manages to represent our lexical

field of 'cooking' reasonably well. It correctly states that

verbs like cook, boil and bake can be both transitive and in-

transitive, and it shows that cook is the cover term by including

it in the definition of its subordinate lexemes boil, bake, roar 1,

and Mr. Garmonsway and his sources are less consistent in

distinguishing semantic featmres: they mention the requirement

of 'heating' in most relevant entries, name appliances such as

stove and utensils such as t224 in some cases, and exemplify the

thing cooked only rarely, e.g. eggs under boil. But a general

language dictioiary also has to indicate other synonyms, homonyms

and antonyms. Again the intuitive competence of the editors,

backed up by the information codified in generations of general

and _specialised_aossaries, works remarkably well.

The same is true of a couple of German dictionaries which

I have checkedle.g.Wahrig (iNVR) which incorporates data from

bilingual dictionaries. I waslhowever, somewhat disappointed

by the coverage of these terms in so-called dictionaries of

synonyms. Both Roget-Dutdh (1852/1962/1966) and its German

Counterpart, Wehrle--Eggers (1881/1961/1968) which give a long

and rather poOrly sub - divided list of cooking words under entry

No.301 (298 in the German), together with words relating to

eating, drinking and types of foodst.and a number of practical

guides such as Unser Wortschatz by Geffert et al. (1972) are

unsatisfactory, considering their declared aim of supplying and

discriminating between words of similar meaning. To give these

compilations their duet they. developed ,the idea of arranging

words by conceptual categories well before the lexical field

theory entered linguistic semantics (c2.3).

13
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3.2 BilinFual dictionariea

The aim of bilingual lexicography, Viz. "... to co-

ordinate with the lexical units of one language those lexical

units of another language which are equivalent in their

lexical meaning" (Zgusta et al. 1971, 294) is fraught with

difficulties bedause of the well-known phenomenon of ANISO-

moRman between the vocabularies of the aource and target

languages. This .problem also accounts far many of the short-

comings we find in bilingual dictionaries..

Looking at adjec:oives,such as modest in English and

einfach in German and their translational equivalents, Berndt

(1969) criticises German-English and English-German dictionaries

for 'insufficient meaning discrimination At least one pub-

lication I have come across,(WarterbUch als Fehlerquelle 1970)

goes even further in its wholesale condemnation of the major

bilingual dictionaries by generalising obvious mistakes in the

treatment of a dozen bduic verbs and their negative effect on

the work of the German student learning English.

We can easily cheek whether such criticism.*s justified

by submitting one of the bilingual dictionaries (aamsAktiala

Concise, Messinger 1959, which incidentally is .not listed in

the critical review mentioned above) to .a search for words in our

'lexical field of 'cooking!

Let us lookat the.Engligh-_German volume to see which

translation equivalents it prOvides for, the members of our

lexical set. With one or two exceptions (such: as reduce in its

cooking sense), 'all relevant words are covered, and both the

transitive and intransitive uses am indicated (with the per-

haps justifiable .exception of, poach and braise, which are

designated as vt only) In most cases, equivalence is specified

14
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in detail, either by naming the foods that normally collocate,

e.g. roast: (Fleisch) braten etc., (Kaffee) rtisten, or by

mentioning the appliance needed, e.g. im (Back-) Ofen

braten But inconsistencies abound: under grill we find

(Fleisch etc.) Firillen, auf dem Rost braten, under broil we find

auf dem Rost braten, grillers. Both La and ,bake are related to

both braten and backen: while La is rendered as braten and

(in der Pfanne) backen, bake has backen and (im Of en) braten.

Which is which?

The German-Ragliah volume confounds this question

even more by equating braten with roast and (im Ofen)bake

and (in der Pfaune) frv,- and back= with bake and (in der

Pfamue) fry. The German - English volume does demonstrate the

wider semantic range of kochen and its use as a superordinate

lexeme for all types of 'cooking" and as the cover term for

'boil', by specifying the 'thing cooked' and the 'method used',

e.g. (Gemase, Fleistt): cook, (Flfissiges): boil, (Bier in

siedendem Wasser): poach, ..gelinde: simmer.

We. see that bilingual dictionaries (at least some of the

better one's) have come a long way in coverage and meaning

discrimination, although we: may still encounter the undifferen-

tiated list7type entry boil: kochen, sieden, wallent.kochen

(lessen), zum. Kochen bringen, ab-, einkochea etc. Clearly

the kind of semantic analysis we sketched above with regard

to one lexical field can point out shortcomings in bilingual

reference works (.1#4.2-4.4).

3.3 Translation

Another area in which contrastive work is even more

essential, as it forms the backbone of a professional activity,

15
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is that of translating and interpreting.' Linguists are often

unaware of the Wealth of carkstructiye'.pl.?servation which has

_ come from .practising langage mediators and their training
estabLitautents, especially the collections of hints .on how

Q avoid le cad aid Oylistic 12.Ow.l.eFs. in. interlin$uistic

operations.
'. Once such handbook. of PITFAL125..which preceded our current

intereat Lin terror,: pnalyttis about, two .decadeg..is Paulovskyi s

Errors in. English (19-9). In Fig.2 I have reproduced two

entries, not fox' their charm and sbhOolmasterly tone, but

for-their relevaiiai to our -topic and the empirical spirit they
effuse.

Interesting parallela..emerge between the fields of lexi-
cography and translation. The interaction with linguistics and

semantics has come to both rather late, but with' a vengeance

. since the .earlar.19.6Q'so Zn_addititozi..tic? the .question. "What can

linguistic th.Qo;77..clo' fpr..translation?"..sgmeL34.Reuistehave begun

to ask what translation can do for linguistics, especially

contrastive analysis (of. Kirkwood 1966, I:vir 1970).

With reference to field theory we must' mention Osswald's

..soaltrastive...s.tuclz 0970) of:...the word field- itself and its
neighbouring.:word:s.cun lancla21221. etc: Rigq 'data. came from

over 30 literary..tind non-fictional texts and their translations
in French, German, English, Italian and Spanish. This method

of MULTILATERAL COMPARISON OF -TRANSLATIONS. was first system-

atically exploited by Mario Wandruszka at Tubingen (now at

Salzburg) , and could bring further insl.ght q;.44p.ttp._ grammatical

and lexical differences between pairs of languages if used

with care.
10
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3*.4 Foreign language learn.inis

We now tome to thes-most well-studied, but least settled
field in which contrastive' studies of vocabulary structure ply
an important part. Apart .from a few forerudnerti the most

astute advocate of the contrastive approach in foreign language

learning was Robert Left, who combined his 'considerable ex-
perience in teaching Zaglish to speakers of other linguages
with the conviction that structural lin.gUistics.'Can be used in
the preparation of more effective 'teaching materials on the
basis of scientific' parallel description of the native
language of the learner and the target language. famous

book Linguistics aerobe Cultures (195 ?) 'features a prominent,
but much neglected chapter on "HOW to compare .titiv vocabulary

systems" 9 distinguishing three aepedts of thizi;iiord:. its 'form',
'meaning' and 8diatribution'', With many ekeitilea .'end supplemen-

tary remarks on 'connotation' and_ 'frequency''er

It is the fate of all.; great classics that' they are more
often quoted or ignored than read. But at least the idea that
applied linguistics can help the language teacher. by accounting
for 'interference' has..sParked off a series of contrastive
studies in connection kith bilingualism (10 3:5).2Sild foreign
language teaching ( 4.1)

Prompted by the new ideas in applied linguistics, which
promised to offer a framework for quantifying learning diffi-
culties, several textbooks end' -articles' .since: about 1960 have

stressed the need for syeteniatic contrastive vocabulary presen-
tation (Mackey 1965, Vitchtler 1969). The COMPARATIVE STYLISTICS

guides by Vinsy-Darbeliet(19546$ and MalbIanc (1961/1968) al so

draw on lexicographical and translation expertise 'of. their
authors in English, Frezibb and German (4i 5) .
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Some authors have tried to measure the causes and

effects of XEXICAL INTERFERENC:Vin language teaching. Nemser

and. Vine= (1972), for, examle claim that language learners

develop 'approximate systems' intermediate between source and

target languagea and that lexical interference is largely un-

predictable, and support their,hypothesis with examples from

English and. Romanian. In zas:2 I have tried to adapt this

procedure to the most troublesome word in our lexical field

of 'cooing' in Eaglish and German.

Such a contrastive representation of interference explains

quite forcibly the difficulties mentioned above in connection

with bilingual lexicography,,translating and Xanguage learning.

And the problem of lexical equivalencenow.seems-both clearer and

more, complicated: clearer, because the table allows us to pre-

dict complete agreement (e.g. kochen.as cover term) and full

conflicts ,(e.g. kochen in collocatiam with Kaffee and Tee, while

the English equivalent make is 'borrowed' from outside the field).

But the problem is also more complicated than we might have

thought, because the individual language,learner, in groping

towards his own 'approximation' of the lexical structure of the

target. language, will make all kinds of analogies and generalis-

ations which are not in full accord with either his native or

the foreign language system. No wonder then that bilingual

dictionaries contain. the inconsistencies that we found in

pangenscheidt, no wonder that translators commit the errors

that are quoted by Paulovaky, no wonder that observers of

foreign language students tell us that ERROR: ANALYSIS can and

should be used to supplement the predictions, of contrastive

analysis (cf. Nickel 1972)..

18
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3.5 Bilingualism

Researchers into bilingualism; have long been aware that

interference occurs when a speaker', is competent in more than

one languages Weinreich (1953/1963), the classic work on

this subject, in fact distinguished interference on the

'phonic', 'grammatical' and 'lexical' levels, _end offered

valuable insights into vocabulary. contact, .baspd on many

actual examples, chiefly from Yiddish.

There have been 'a few detailed studies since then of

TRANSFER phenomena, their: causes,' types and' effects in relation

to such general notions' as 'linguistic 'contact',..'borrowingl

and the 'Weltbild' (cf. Selinker 1966, Clyne 1967, Jialitsz 1970).

We must wait, however, for detailed findings in this field which

may be more directly relevant to contrastive lexicology.
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4 Contrastive lisp

4.1 Contrastive linguistic analysis,

We have now gathered together the various strands of

descriptive and applied' linguistics which have helped to make

CONTRASTIVE: ANALYSIS proper a viable field of enquiry. The

ground'had been partly prepared by theoretieq. linguists

(Trnka i:Bally, Hockett) and :by practicioners in bilingual

lexicography, translation, bilingualisp and second language

teadhing, but: it was not until contrastive linguistics came

to be institutionalised under the patronage of tbe.Ceater for

Applied' Linguistics and the publication of the well-known

Contrastive Studies Series (e.g.. Kutner 1962 for German) that

we can speak of an established movement which then spread to

other parts 'of the world, where it has also been-labelled

'differential' (in the Hamm, area) Or iconfroatativel (Eastern

Europe} analysis.

Progress and principles of work are summarised in the

introductory textbook by DiPietro (1971), which also contains

chapters on "Semantic projection" and "The structure of lexi-

con". DiPietro takes Lado's early manifesto (1957) a stage

further in the light of recent linguistic theory, e.g. by a

c,,aponential-generative study of 'meat' and 'flesh' is English

as a basis for statements about equivalents in other languages.

It is surprising to note that neither Ledo nor DiPietro

mention Leisi's book De. r Wortinhalt which was published in 1953

and has since seen three more editions and revisions. At a

time when the idea of a synchronic comparison of language pairs

for pedagogical purposes was being hesitantly tried at the

levels of phonology and grammar, Leisi and his research students
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at Ulrich began to offer a fairly comprehensive picture of

German and English lexical structure. It is true that Leisi's
c

sociological theory of 'usage' and 'hypostatis' has been

criticised (Reichmann 1969), and that his generalisations are

based on concrete simplex nouns, adjectives and verbs only, but

he does put about 750 German and 450 English lexical items in

their semantic context, which is more than can be said for any

other contribution to systematic contrastive lexicology pub-

lished so far.

4.2 lexicalcomanish
Let us start. with Leisi's.analysis of cooking verbs. I

have already mentioned (T2.7) that he classifies them syn-

tactically as process verbs. Even more interesting is Leisi's

hypothesis that German distinguishes the different types of

cooking by the 'substance' that is treated rather than by the

'means' through which this'is done: beckon is used for doughy

matter, kochen for liquids (or things immersed in liquid),

sieden for liquids only, schmoren for fatty-semiwatery sub-

stances. In English, on the other handl the method of heating

seems to be more important than the thing cooked. This would

explain why bake typically collocated with oven and fry with

open fire, and why a baked apple cannot be a gebeckener Apfel,

unless it is wrapped in batter or pastry.

In Fig.4 I have tried to plot these conceptualisations

along two DIMENSIONS, 'substance' and 'method'. Such a notional

diagram may be considered a further improvement over the simple

list of dictionary and translation equivalents et 3.2, 3.3) or

of semantic interference phenomena in language learning (11'3.4).

21
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But it will need to be modified in the light of further

evidence ( 4.3) from native informants to assess changes in

space end time and to determine whether the pretty patterns

may have to be corrected yet again. Just ane factor that has

a bearing on our lexical field: with more mechanical aids in

the kitchen, traditional terms may disappear. Most modern

recipes specify heat values along the temperature scales of

electric and gas stoves, which may make 'method' predominate

over 'substance' and lead to a preference for general cover

terms like cook and make over specialised subordinate ones.
41111101.

4.3 Towards contrasting whole vocabularies?

The. problem we face now .is whether the lexical contrasts

which we found in the specialised literature and modified on

the basis of interviews with native informants for one small

area of the vocabulary can be extended to the whole thesaurus.

There are two extreme positions in this respect: the

'universalist' and the 'particularist' view. The history of

20th century structural linguistics is co-terminous with the

search for ever more general units and features that can be

abstracted from the continuum of speech, in the hope of finding

elements that will characterise all languages. This trend has

produced, as we have seen, the theory of the lexical field,

componential analysis, and various forms of structural and

generative semantic feature specifications. The particularist

approach, on the other hand, claims that each language has its

own way of structuring its communicative units and their con.

figuVhtians, and that interlinguistic comparisons are limited

by this RELATIVITY (12.1). Most descriptive studies of

22
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portions of the lexicon can be assigned to either view,

However, I think that both groups have their contribution to

make, and there is no reason why their respective advantages

should not be combined.

In our search for any TAXONOMIES that might be relevant

in classifying the vocabulary into lexical hierarchies we turn

of necessity to previous studies of selected lexical fields in

German and English. We see that not much notice was taken of

Trier and Colliti until the 1950's, with the possible exception

of }taming (1941) whose contrastive analysis of.g2z and Prelude

in English and German is quoted frequently, but was not obtain-

able.

The most well studied fields of nouns are kinship terms,

but apart from the limited OssWald (1970) and the fragmentary

Leisi (1953/1971) truly contrastive lexical studies are rare.

In the verbal group, 'verbs of motion', 'verbs dicendi', have,

and be have attracted most attention of linguists, probably

because of their frequency and .value in determining grammatical

patterns. Among the adjectives, colour terms are a perennial

topic (Berlini4Cay 1969), but again very little contrastive

analysis has been done- Hundsnurscher's introduction to seman-

tics (1970) has adapted the results of several detailed mono-

graphs (e.g. Bierwiach 1967/1970 on adjectives, and Bendix 1966

on have and-the 'part-of' relation) to German.

Few works have tried to integrate the idea of a structural

THESAURUS into a comprehensive description of the vocabulary.

We have already mentioned monolingual and multilingual diction-

aries in this context, especially those listing lexemes by

conceptual synonym groups rather than by alphabet (ef. Dorn-

seiff 1933-34/1970, Schmidt-Ridding 1951, Blass-Friederich

1957/1965), 23



If we try to relate our lexical field of 'cooking'

.to other studies,:mware almost led to give up in despair.

There isn't a single publication that can linkup with ours,

except perhaps Seiler's correlation of eating and food lexemes

(1967), which in any case is mope.. concerned with Tzeltal (a

Central .American. language) than with Germany, There is no

analysis of nouns referring to cooking 'implements' or 'sub -

stances' that can,be'cooked, no study of verbs relating to

activities of:Itreating',and 'serving! foods, no discussion

of'relevant adjectives from.'hot! to !cold', from 'raw' to

'done'.

On the other -hand tie diagrams of FiRs.4, and 6 ,illustrate

that the two languages and cultures are close enough to allow

matching.translational..equivalence... These types of notation

are also better suited ..than the rigidmatrix of LW...to

show hierarchical relationships along several RANKS as well

as lexical gaps and overlape..

elloW are we .to classify lexical hierarchies?. Among the

criteria that have been put ,forward are (1) etymology,

(2) morphology. (3) terminology, and (4) several types of

semantic relationahip (4

That EITEOLOGI.can-be,useul if properly presented is

proved by the multilingual.guide to .'selected qnmxylms' in the

Major Indo4luropeanl languages by Buck.(1949) which lists

cooking terms under Sections 5.21 to 3.24. But it can be

criticised for its rater arbitrary grouping of .conceptual

categories, a.disadvantage it shares with many dictionaries

which deliberately.choose to arrange the vocabulary by notional

synonym categories rather than by alphabetical principles

.(162.2,' 3.1, 3.2)..

24
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Structural linguists often side-stepped these issues

by concentrating on the expression plane at the expense of

the content plane. Traditional MORPHOLOGY paid much attention

to the compositional and derivational means by which lexemes

are formed from simpler 'buildimr blacks' (Marchand 1960/1969,

Menzerath 1954) , but provided very little information on the

question of whether corresponding lexical items in pairs of

different languages have similar morphemic shape or not. We

have already looked at several examples cc(.2A/kochen, modest/

einfach) and noted that their internal sbructureey be quite

different. This is true also of the arrangement of 'word

families' Which are the result of 'conversions' between word

classes, e.g. cook (v) cook Ca) cooker -,cookins vs.

kochen (v) gaA/JPchtn Kochgr giche, etc. (Iskos-Lenkova

1963/1970). If we go beyond Laiai's brief of simplex lexemes,

we ought to account for such diversities as 221B/Handfltiohe

or palm.tree/Palme, reasonable/zumutbar or We.writeil

Schreibmaschiner

The conceptual_ and the morphological angle meet in a

discipline that has been largely ignored by linguists, viz.

the study of the taxonomic structure or specialised TERMINOLOGY.

I have already remarked (' 2.6) that it is not easy to establish

clear boundaries between the so-called 'general core' of the

vocabulary and the lexical items used in speciali3ed universes

of discourse. Some authors have stressed that the lexemic

structures of such nomenclatures maybe highly standardised,

but there is no agreement on how much autanomy.can be claimed

for the vocabulary of a scientific discipline. My own work

on linguistic terminology has led me totbelieve that lexemes
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used as technical terms do not give up their 'ordinary' range

of meaning, but have one or more semantic components. or

Zeatures added.

With the aid of Eigz2 (which displays in tree-diagram

form the semantic features taken from a matrix-type table)

we can make three tentative observations: (1) The lexical

coinages of a technical register, usually rest firmly on the

morphological and semantic potential of the general thesaurus.

!lipe_fittingsl this is well illustrated by terms like

Knie/abow and -T-StUck/tee. (2) The lexicalite0.and

distinctions reflect the needs of the subject and its prac-

ticiaaers. It is characteristic that in the field of pipe

fittings at_ least 7 British Standards.and.aaedntermational

reco=endatiqp, ha Fe _beg_a_sul?lish4d. to codify ,the terminology.

(3) The more specialised .a topic-based subject;- the more

internationally and interlinguistically comparable its lexemic

structure becomes. Fisoldemonstrates quite clearly the close

match of terms in German and English_?.g. Euffesocket,

Reduktionfreducing fitting, Flassch/flaage.

4.4 Some basic lexico-semaatie relationships

More promising than etymology, morphology and terminology

have been in providing partial solutions to the problem of

'contrasting lexical structures may be various types of

SEMANTICS.

The most well-kaown lexical hierarchy is that. of kinship

terms. It shows man's intimate social relationships to his

family and thus points to wider cultural differences. The

'Pz:lily tree' in fact constitutes an institutionalised diagram

26
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of such relationships. Similar tree graphs can be and have been

designed for many other lexical fields, e.g. that of pipe

fittings (Fig5), of cooking terms (Fig.6), of domestic animals

such as horses, pf plants, of means of transport, of ftrniture,

etc.

Let us explore and classify the lexico-semantic relationships

involved. Depending on the rank of the relation and the nature

of its members, we may distinguish 4 pairs: 'synonymy' and

'heteranymy's Ihyperonymy' and ..'hyponmt, 'syn-hyponymyl and

'dia-hyponymyl, and 'antonymy' and 'complemeatarity'.

SYNONYMS are reputedly, very rare. They are characterised

as members of a lexical field, which share all semantic features

or sememes withia one dimension and are substitutable in the

same context. In the cooking field two pairs of terms is English

qualify: deep-fry/French-fry and shallonfulimpatfa. An example

of synonyms in kinship terminology are the Ger11..22 lexemes Frau

and Gattin. In the equine field German has the synonymous pair

Palen and Fohlen, while English has the one term foal which can

be specified by sex into colt and filly.

HETERONYMS are near-syncayms whose use depends on dialectal

or stylistic preferences. Heteronyms in cooking are broil and

iii in English, and in German kinship terminology Gattin

and Gemahlin.

HYPERMEMS are members of a lexical field which stand in a

superordinate relation to other members of the same field. The

superordinate term or hyperonym is said to cover or include the

subordinate ones, e.g. when the 'archilexeme' cook can stand for

any of the ether zooking verbs. (This is traditionally called

ipolysemyl.) Lyons's term 'inclusion' is unfortunate because it
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is the general semantic feature of the hyperonym that is

included in the subordinate terms, not vice versa. Thus we

know from Figs.';, and 6 that the characteristic sememe 'heat

with water' in'boil is incrdded in simmer, steam, goilcsk and

stew, and in Fig.5thebasic lexeme Verbindungsstiick is the

hyperonym of both. the 'straight' fittings like Muffe and Nippel

and the 'curved' ones like Bogen. Hyperonyms in kinship ter-

minology are parents (the singular sounds, more usual in English

than in German) and siblings (less used than its counterpart

Geschwister). Womenls Lib' anthropologists have been searching

for a suitable hyperonymfarInglish man,. which sounds more

male-dominated than Mansch. It is a semantic universal not

often appreciated that hyperonyms can be used as.synonyms of

their subordinates, e.g. Frau for verheiratete Frau or Gattin

or Gemahln, 9r Pferd for weipes Eterd or Schimmel.

HYPOITITIS are the subordinate members in a lexical field,

which have at least one sememe more than their hyperonym The

relationships of hyperonomy and hyponymy can be appealed to

most usefully to ec2lain contrasts. in lexical structure of

particular pairs of languages. Pig.6 illustrates that boil

which is one of the hyponyms of. coo k can in .turn act as a

hyperonym of simmer and boil, defined respectively. as 'gentle'

and 'vigorous' heating with water, and 1.22.1.k. can be further

subdivided into at least 3 hyponyms: steam, poach, and stew.

In German, on the other hand, kocben is the hyponym of kochen

and thus the appropriate equivalent of boil 9 but it is not as

elaborgtely subdivided as its English counterpart. As far as I

can make out, neither English nor German have a hyperonym for

the hyponyms asla. and t_oaet with the' meaning of 4 'heating on

. 28
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the open fire'. Nor is there a hyperanym in Fif5.5 for the

hyponyms Muffe, NiDpel etc.

Relationships between hyponyms at the same rank (,co-

hyponyms' orlhomoianyms' so-called) can be further classified

by number and types of semantic features shared. Synonyms

share exactly the same sememes; co-hyponyms which do not share

all sememes may be part' of one or more semantic dimensions.

SYN-HYPONYMS are members of a lexical field at the same

rank of hierarchy which share several semantic features

irrespective of dimension. Examples of syn-hyponyms in cooking

are boil, roast, La and bake, in the horse hierarchy mare,

chestnut, Fieldinfi and foal.

DIA.-HYPO Y:MS are members of a lexical field'at the same

rank of hierarchy sharing semantic features only within the

same dimension, which makes them incompatible with one another

(also called 'inconyms' because of this). One diahypanyn

explicitly excludes or contradicts all others, e.g. grill, a

type of cooking on open fire differing from toast by substance,

or stew which differs from other types of boiling (like 22191

end steam by substancelor.dun which differs from other types

of horses (likl ma: and chestnut) by colour, or Flanach which

differs from other types of removable joints (like Atilleibder
and ketagewinde) by method of linking.

The last pair of lexico-semantic relationships expresses

polar opposition at the same, non-hierarchical rank.

ANTONYMS are (usually dual) members of a :ion- hierarchical

lexical field which contain an element of negation in addition

to sharing all other features. The most typical antonyms are

adjectives like strop.% and weak, =and small, hot and cold,

which express a property relative to a norm.

29
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SYN-FLERONYBB or 'complenyms' are paired members of a

non-hierarchical field which negate _each other absolutely,

e.g. rare and done, single and married, brother and sister,

mare and stallion. In contrast to antonyms, syn-pleronyms

are not comparable or gradable.

Of all these relations, the hierarchical ones oftyper-

anymy and hyponymy seem to be more crucial in specifying

lexical contrasts between languages than the single-rank ones

of synonymy and antanymy. This is where the gaps, skewed

relations and interferences occur.

5 Practical implications

In the introduction we mentioned the problem of 'false

friends' in foreign language learning (cf. also Iado 1957 who

calls them 'deceptive cognates°. Of all the difficulties in

acquiring a working vocabulary in a foreign language, the

superficial similarity but semantic divergence of lexical

counterparts like Gymnasium/gymnasium, eventuell/Oantually,

starten/start and iTherreichen/overreach has been, the subject

of frequent discussions among practising language teachers,

. e.g. by 'Peri & Winter (1972) who regard the above pairs as

examples of 4 different classes of false friends. I believe that

the preceding pages are relevant in this and many other, wider

issues of vocabulary learning, such as the selection, rading

and presentation of lexical material in taught courses.

The student of a foreign language has to master the

associations which words contract with other words. But these

associationp are of various kinds which are in turn linked

30
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with one another. Suggestions for improvement in the teaching

situation made by linguists often tend to stress one at the

expense of all others, e.g. when Rheinfelder (1926) advocated

the use of comparative etymology in the teaching of.lexical

items, Ogden (1940/1957) suggested a limited 'Basic' vocabulary,

and several pseudo-statistical efforts.from the .copprence

on Vocabulary Selection in the early 1930's to CREW

claimed that frequencry wail :the most efficient criterion for

processing vocabulary.

The very idea of a LEXICAL CORE or -minimum vocabulary

(Eaton 1940/1961, "Mier 1966) has been attractive for some time,

but there is no agreement on its nature and extent. ,Both the

'general' and any 'speciali.sed' vocabularies can be classified

along several dimensions, by use from 'frequent' to 'rare',

by morphology from 'simple' to 'compound', by etymology from

'original' to 'derived', by range of application from 'wide'

to 'narrow' etc. Occasional warnings have been sounded about one -

sided procedures, e.g.wheiBuchbinder (1971) suggests syntactic

factors in selecting lexical material, or when Hadlidh, (1965)

criticises the deliberate juxtaposition of 'problem pairs' of

the leave - salir /dear type in translation exercises and argues

that there would cease to be problematic if presented each in

their separate contexts. Several East German articles are

concerned with what they call 'semanticising' lexical items

by presenting and drilling them in appropriate situations

(cf. Hoffmann et al. 1973). The question of situational

variables is of course particularly important in the teaching

of technical registers or 'languages for special purknes',

but hardly any contrastive lexical work has been carried out.
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The remarks made above (1:4.4) are especially significant

in the treatment of variaur degrees of 'skewed' equivalence,

which can reach from straightforward 1 : 1 counterparts like

Frill/grille; (etymological, morphological and semantic doub-

lets) through different distributions of the counterparts

(kochen/3222.4 cook), to complete lack of equivalents, e.g.

simmer which has to be paraphrased in German, or awkward,

idiomatic phrases such as That was a clean sweep/Das Sing glatte

Perfect foreign-language competence without any intereerence

can only be achieved by complete immersion, or by deliberate

contrastive work with the aid of adequate teaching material

ON 3.4, cf. also Carroll 1963).

One such aid is the bilingual dictionary whose reliability

is often in doubt (Berndt 1969, WOrterbuch 1970). Again I hope

to have shown that contrastive lexical analysis can provide a

technique of improving the description of selected portions

of the .vocabulary (13.2, 4.2, 4.4) .

Refined contrastive analysis should also benefit trans-

lation, both as a professional activity and a teaching device,

when the availability and accuracy of matching lexemes are at

stake (N3.3).

I hope to have made out a case for contrastive lexicology

as a pragmatic and eclectic field of enquiry in which the-

oretical, descriptive and applied linguistics can participate

for the benefit of everyone.
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FIGURE 2

7exical pitfalls in translation

(Paulovsky 1949)
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KOCHEN
DO NOT SAY: SAY:

The water is coo La (Das Wasser kocht.) The water is boilin
I cook myself. c oche selbst.) I do own coo Lag.
She cooks well. (Sie kocht gut.) e is a good cook.
roSrre=(Kochlyuch.) Cookerz book,

-U.S.: cook book.
Cooked fruit. (Gekochtes= ged.instetes Stewed =it.

Obst.)
He is cookinE with rage. (Er kocht vor Wutt) He is boiling with rage.

Sieden - to boil. Speisen (durch Hitze) zubereiten - to cook.
Boiled eggs, b.vegetables. To bring the water to the boil. K.-(Siede4
punkt - boiling point. K.-salz - kitchen (common, table) salt.K.-herd
- kitchen - range. K.-kiste hay-box. K.-kunst - cookery, culinary
art. Cooking pears, c.apples, cutensils. Note: liangsam, gelinde,
weiterkochen, wallen - to simmer. Proverbse-Mger is the best
sauce. Too many cooks spoil the broth.

* * *

BRATEN
DO NOT SAY:

Pig roast. (Schweinebraten.3
Roasted apples. (Brattipfel.
ME7ausage, roast potatoes.

----(BratwurstrIFiaartoffel.)

SAY:

Roast ork.
e app es.

1727e1 sausage,
fried potatoes.

The word is a trap to many, especially to the mere male. Distinguish:
der Braten - roast meat, e.g. roast beef, r.veal, r.mutton, r.goose,
r.chicken, r.Tai)ey, etc. as opposed to Joint = Bratenkeule, Fleisdh
in einem Stack. Verbs: to roast, the general term; auf dem Spie0 b.
- to roast on a spit; auf NE -Tat b. -- to to broil; in der
Brvtpfanne (frying pen) b. - to fry: trio: eggs, potatoes; im Ofen
b. - to bakb- in oder an der. Bonne b. - to be scorched, to bake; other
appirarrEe nicht.ganz durchgebraten, ungpx...-underdoiminTirdurch-
gebraten - well done; zu viel gebraten -.overdone; den Braten be-
glefien - to baste the meat. Den B. spicken 1- to lard. Compounds:
Bratensaft gravy; Bd-fett dripping; B.-spicker - larding-needle,
larding -pin.
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FIGURE 3,

Semantic interference in foreign language learninK

(after Nemser-:Vincemz 1972)

Lexeme German Meaning Lexemes English Interference

kochen (sememes) cook boil stew

+ predicted
agreement

- predicted
conflict

? indeterminacy

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

'heat food with
water'

(a) meat,
vegetables

51.)Z

eggs

Zd5 water,
milk

Z

soup

6;5 tea

+

+

+
...

+

-

+

+

+

+

-
.
.

+

+

?
+
?

?

?

+

+
+

'heat non-edible
liquids'

a) bubble, foam
;

(b) glue, dye

.

-

?

?
?

+ 'be upset' - ?



substance

(liquid)

(semi-
solid)

(solid)
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FIGURE 4

Conceptual structures in a lexical field

(after Leisi 1953/1971)

make)
simmer sieden
stew brthen
steam kochen
boil....dnsten
poach

schmoren
braise Ibackentm.

shallow-
deep- fryrbsten

bake I grillen

roast toasten
grill

toast

(water & pot/ (fat & pan,
Wasser & Topf skillet/

Fett &
ann e

(tray
oven,/
[Form &
Rohr

36

spit, plate &
open fire/
Rost & offenes
Feuer I

method



FIGURE

A lexical field in a technical register

BEST UPI MOLE "

(fitting)

(N1
fitting on pipes)

(Rohr-) Verbindungsstacliipipefitting.
Oe sw

,ms

("pipe valve) (pipe plug)
el, if%

S.

(N2 pipe/joint)
(Rohr-)Verbindungsstack2( ip..as)connector

(Si simple flow)

(83 (S4 curved)straight)

(S2 split flow)

Abzweign/branch

(8
5

T shape) (Y shapeXA
A.

T-Stiickftee PS%

ight angle)

ELLWeltaw
I%

(S6 15 °-90 °)

Bogen/bend
e%

(88 permanent)

(weldia5(brelWed)(sOldered)

/ ; (Sioscrewed)e

strippable)

(Sil bolted)

Flans9./flange,

(813 equal ends)

(S15 internal thread)

=2/socket
s

e f

geduktio

(814 unequal ends)
afgucing

;-combined)

( r)with )

overlap
.110111inder
union

(S16 external thread)

Niudininple

0 1,

(818socket-)
coun
Lempaidnd
7xngF9A7Rif

I ,

Further distinctions are made by type, nature and
function of pipes joined.
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